ITC ERP Modules
ITC ERP Software covers different modules like HR, Finance, CRM, Inventory, Tracking Location and
Reports. ITC ERP Software is flexible and easy to optimize. Many Companies used ITC ERP according to
their needs and install only part of ERP Modules.

Human Resource Management System: - HRMS is an integrated system that provides
useful information to the HR Management so as to make a valuable contribution towards a smart
business decision. With this, you can keep a track of all the employees as well as the information related
to them including employee demographics, benefits tracking and performance analysis.

Human Resource Management System Module Components –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Recruitment Process
Attendance Management
Salary/ Payroll Management(Finance)
Employee Location Tracking System
Employee Management
Leave Management
Appraisal & Training Process
Reimbursement Process

1. Recruitments Process

Recruitment Process means a fight with hefty of resumes is the first thing that strikes our mind. Our aim
is, to providing you a solution for this type of fight and track all critical information of the job seekers. So
in our ERP, we manage data effectively for all job seekers.

How HRMS is Useful?






Easy to maintan database
Help in joining process
Track records up-to-date
Result at a single click
Easily post various openings.

2. Employee Location Tracking System

3. Attendance Management

Punctuality and consistency of staff in attending work place is one of key to success in any work place.
ITC ERP has simplified the entire process and track employee's timings, holidays, attendance and much
more, over one click.

How ITC’s HRMS is helpful?






Helps maintaining monthly attendance records
Keeps a track of missing records
Tracks leave approvals
Identifies the employees with maximum absenteeism
Helps in report generation and verification

4. Employee Management

Employee Management is very basic and significant component of Human Resource Management
System. Everyone knows that to build a big building, there is a need of a strong base. So, Employee
Management system plays a major role to build our business.

Why ITC’s HRMS?






Helps maintaining personal data like education details and skill sets
Allows regulating employee-wise duty roaster
Keeps a track of reference-check data
Manages statistical reporting based on department and location
Maintains all the letters issued to employee during work tenure

5. Leave Management

Leave Management is the most crucial component of Human Resource Management System. In actual,
management of employee leave is a very crucial process. So, our ERP System gives you an easy way to
handle leave applications, leave approvals and leave balance management of employee's. We also give
you a feature of message alerts on leave apply and leave approvals.

Why Ricoh's HRMS?






Helps tracking all the information regarding shift management
Manages leaves requests
Allows leave integration
Helps configuring holidays list as per your location
Maintains leave reports

6. Appraisals & Training Process

Appraisal is a yearly process but it considers employee day to day activity and performance. What was
the KRA's of an employee's and at what level he follows their responsibilities? Similarly, Training process
of a Trainee is also important to consider trainee as an employee in future.
ITC ERP System gives you an easy way to identify the performance of an employee as well as of a
trainee.

How Ricoh's HRMS is advantageous?






Assist in objectives and goal setting process
Provides 360 degree performance appraisal support
Identifies training needs and helps scheduling the sessions
Helps tracking the total costs of training and feedback
Defining targets and rating overall performance

7. Reimbursement Process

Managing reimbursements aptly helps to realize the real gains as administering expenses timely and
accurately is the only way to calculate your actual income saved. The reimbursement component in ITC’s
ERP enables any organization as well as its individuals to offer a timely expenditure report conveniently
whenever required. We integrated this module acknowledging the fact that it is not only about budget
consolidations and deductions. It is rather managing corporate expense without compromising on
quality and productivity aspect.

How Ricoh's HRMS is useful?






Allows the travel requisition
Helps claiming the travel expense without any hassles
Keeps the track of travel expense claim history
Induce more systemization in the processes of expense approvals
Enhances the speed with mouse-click process flow.

Inventory Management System:

- On paper, Inventory Management is a typical and time-

consuming process because we need to handle distributed data with the actual values. it's a lengthy
work to handle, stock, procurement, vendor information, on paper. So In modern time companies want
to follow Inventory Module of ERP System.
ITC's ERP gives you a customized Inventory Module with many different useful components. In our ERP
we manage each component separately which are programmatically attached to each other.

Inventory Management System Module Components –

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Warehouse Management
Item Management
Procurement Management
Stock Management
Vendor Management
Report Process

Warehouse Management

ITC’s ERP provides you to Parent-Child management concept to arrange your warehouses according to
different locations. You can distribute their warehouses into sub-division and integrate sub-divisions into
a master warehouse. We give the facality to create a warehouse on temporary a permanent basis.

How it is Useful ?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Easy to maintain your location-wise
Manage data of different location with single place
Maintain Child-Parent relation between warehouses
Easy to integrate with material management, product planning, quality management
Manage Locations with temporary and permanent warehouses.

Item Management

Our ERP’s Inventory Module gives you a separate component for Item Management. We gives you a
complete solution to set up a item details. You can see item availability in stock, Vendor wise item price
and Input –output date with a single click.

How it is helpful?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

SMS alerts on item’s input – output from stock
Set minimum quantity availability in stock of a item
Assign vendor according to item category
Easy to maintain price & taxes of an item
Easy to upload- download item details

Procurement Management

ITC’s procurement management allows you to automate the processes of purchasing materials and
maintaining an inventory of goods. You can also generate purchase orders, execute the ordering
process online, match invoices to materials received, and pay all bills electronically.

How it is helpful?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Create a purchase order based on need, inputted from appropriate personnel.
Verify a purchase order with line items to be completed by a vendor.
Submit a pending purchase order to appropriate personnel for approval or rejection.
Automate electronic purchase-order transmission.
Generate reminders to confirm recent purchase orders (or confirm recent cancellations).
Execute financial and inventory-related transactions as materials arrive.
Gather data and analyze trends to maximize or improve profitability.
Streamline administration and standardization across multiple platforms.

Stock Management

A stock management system is the back bone of every retail concern. From the smallest retail business
to the biggest superstore, effective stock control is essential. With this in mind, what can be done to
improve your stock management? We now have a solution that is designed to do just that. ITC's Stock
Management system will meet the demands of modern retailers, providing versatile reporting and
comprehensive stock level information. With these elements, it is easier to gauge the success of
particular lines, seasonal trends and suggested product lines that have been popular at certain times.

How it is useful?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Helps tracking actual stock
Easy manage item requests
Easy to maintain day wise stock reports
No need to daily physical counting of items
Easy upload-download stock data

Vendor Management

Relation with the vendor is very important factor in business as well as in inventory management. It
affects your procurement process on a direct basis. ITC’s ERP offers you a separate component of
vendor management to handle their business with the vendor. You can categories your vendor’s at
different aspects.

How it is useful?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Develop vendor management strategy
Create Vendor Select Criteria
Easy to manage the vendor relationship
Categories vendor’s at different aspects
Easy to maintain vendor’s database
Easy report according to vendor wise

